Although the occasional concomitance of intracranial glioma with meningioma is well known, the following case is reported in detail because of unusual features in the diagnosis and management. A firm rounded tumour roughly 3 cm in diameter was embedded in the medial surface of the left parietal parasagittal cortex, and had its origin from the adjacent falx (Fig. 4) Munk and his colleagues (1969) reported one presumed and four proved examples of meningioma occurring in patients whose skulls had been irradiated for ringworm. McKissock's case, already mentioned, had had radiotherapy for his cerebellar astrocytoma 15 years before the onset of symptoms attributable to his meningioma (GautierSmith, 1970) . Examples of glioma after radiotherapy seem to be very rare. Butler and Netsky (1973) averred that none had yet been docuimented in man. However, one such case is described by Jones (1960) , without comment as to any possible link between irradiation and oncogenesis. This was a patient who had a lesion-dose of 4 000 r to an inoperable angioblastic meningioma of the left frontal region, and died 10 years later from an astrocytoma of the opposite hemisphere, the original meningioma having regressed and become psammomatous.
The ideal treatment for malignant cerebral glioma is total surgical extirpation with a wide margin of uninvolved but dispensable braintissue. In practice, it is rare for this ideal to be approached except at the risk of crippling neurological sequelae. Even more rarely can the neurosurgeon feel justified in offering his patient a reasonable guarantee of cure at the bitter price of deliberately incurring an irrevocable neurological deficit.
However, since Dandy's first reports nearly half a century ago, cerebral hemispherectomy (the ultimate weapon of radical brain surgery), has from time to time been employed, with a proportion of good long-term results (Dandy, 1928; Bell and Karnosh, 1949; Gardner, 1954; Gardner et al., 1955) .
The indications for this severe procedure in the treatment of glioma are not absolute, but many surgeons would accept the following: the tumour should be proven low-grade glioma superficially-placed in the Rolandic area of the non-dominant hemisphere in a young patient of good intelligence and pre-morbid personality, who has a stable domestic background, an adaptable occupation, can rely upon full resources for physical and mental rehabilitation, and who already has an established and irreversible hemiplegia.
The initial result in our patient was encouraging. Despite a severe fall-off in performance scale sub-tests he was able to return to paid clerical work, and achieved a near-normal measure of personal independence. The less tangible psychological legacies of hemispherectomy, stressed by Gardner et al. (1955) were present, but not to a distressing or disabling degree.
When, some eight months after hemispherectomy and despite the histological evidence of complete removal of tumour, the patient developed progressive symptoms and signs implicating the remaining hemisphere, it seemed that the most likely explanation was a recrudescence of the original glioma via the corpus callosum into the contralateral Rolandic area. Investigations were all in ostensible support of this assumption, and the possibility of an independent benign lesion was not seriously considered, especially after biopsy was construed as positive for glioma. In retrospect, the biopsy cannula had merely skirted the meningioma but not sampled it.
The postmortem appearances make it clear that, had the meningioma been successfully biopsied, its total removal would have presented less technical difficulty than usual, by a transfalcine approach through the empty right hemicranium. The clinical outcome should then have been a happier one. The commonest cause of morbidity and later mortality after hemispherectomy (for whatever indication) is chronic subdural haemorrhage into the hemicranial cavity, resulting in granular ependymitis, obstructive or communicating hydrocephalus, and-in a few cases-subpial haemosiderosis of the brain and spinal cord (Griffith, 1967; Falconer and Wilson, 1969; Wilson, 1970 (Cabieses et al., 1957) and of minimizing the development of hydrocephalus in the later convalescent period (McKissock, 1953) . This step in the technique may do more harm than good, because it enables the large, potentially blood-filled subdural cavity to drain unimpeded into the ventricular and subarachnoid CSF pathways. The basic dangers of such a 'sump' effect have long been recognized in other surgical contexts (Finlayson and Penfield, 1941) , and the term 'acute postoperative aseptic leptomeningitis' was coined to describe the stormy course that often follows such a situation. The modification used in the present case was to screen the ventricular system from the operative cavity by folding the vault dura mater down into it and suturing it firmly to the falx, tentorium, and basal dura mater. The patient's surgical 
